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This problem an be easily onverted to the onstrained minimum vertexover problem on bipartite graphs, (shortly Min-CVCB), as follows. Let GA =(U [ L;E) be a bipartite graph with U = fu1; : : : ; ung and L = fv1; : : : ; vmg,suh that there is an edge between ui and vj if and only if the (i; j) element inthe array A is defetive. It is fairly easy to see that a vertex set K of k1 vertiesin U and k2 verties in V is a vertex over of the graph GA if and only if theorresponding k1 rows and k2 olumns make a fault overing of the array A.Therefore, the problem an be formally stated as follows:Min-CVCBGiven a bipartite graph G = (U [ L;E) and two integers ku and kl,either �nd a minimum vertex over of G with at most ku verties in Uand at most kl verties in L, or report no suh a vertex over exists.An extensive list of algorithms has been published in the literature for theMin-CVCB problem and its variations (e.g., [7, 9, 16, 17℄). Most of these algo-rithms are heuristi and have no guaranteed performane. An algorithmproposedin [7℄ introdued the onept of ritial set and used branh-and-bound tehniquebased on the A� algorithm in Arti�ial Intelligene [14℄. No expliit analysis wasgiven in [7℄ for this algorithm, but it is not hard to see that in the worst ase thealgorithm running time is at least �(2ku+kl +mpn). Experimental results showthat this algorithm is muh more favourable than previous algorithms and therunning time is moderate for pratial instanes for the Min-CVCB problem.In the urrent paper, we develop simpler and more eÆient algorithms forthe Min-CVCB problem. Classial results in mathing theory and reently de-veloped tehniques in parameterized omputation are niely ombined and ex-tended. In partiular, we observe that the lassial Gallai-Edmonds StrutureTheorem [8℄ applied to bipartite graphs will allow us to onentrate on theMin-CVCB problem on bipartite graphs with perfet mathing. In fat, Gallai-Edmonds Struture Theorem is a stronger (and more systematial) version ofthe ritial set theory developed in [7℄. Gallai-Edmonds Struture Theorem alsoprovides a solid basis so that the reently developed tehnique in parameter-ized omputation, redution to problem kernel, an be niely applied. We thenuse the lassial Dulmage-Mendelsohn Deomposition [8℄ to deompose a bi-partite graph with perfet mathing into elementary bipartite subgraphs. Thisdeomposition makes the other tehnique, bounded searh tree, in parameterizedomputation beome muh more e�etive. Combining all these enables us to de-rive an O(1:26k + kn) time algorithm for the Min-CVCB problem, where k isthe size of a minimum vertex over in the input graph. To see how signi�antthis improvement is over the previous best algorithm [7℄, take a typial reon-�gurable array of size 1024� 1024 with 20 spare rows and 20 spare olumns. Asimple estimation shows that our algorithm is more than 108 times faster!We point out that our results are also of theoretial interests in the urrentstudy of \eÆient" exponential time algorithms for NP-hard problems [2, 4, 15℄,in partiular they make a nie ontribution to the study of parameterized algo-rithms for the minimum vertex over problem, whih has drawn muh attentionreently [1, 3, 12℄. A reently developed algorithm by Fernau and Niedermeier2



[6℄ has running time O(1:40k + kn) and onstruts a onstraint (not neessarilyminimum) vertex over for bipartite graphs. This algorithm ould also be usedto solve the Min-CVCB problem, but our algorithm is signi�antly faster andmuh simpler using elegant results in graph theory (instead of lengthy ase-by-ase ombinatorial enumerations).2 Redution to kernel by GE-TheoremA vertex set K in a graph G is a vertex over if every edge in G has at least oneend in K. A graph G = (V;E) is bipartite if its vertex set V an be bipartitionedinto two sets U (the \upper part") and L (the \lower part"), suh that everyedge in G has one end in U and the other end in L. A bipartite graph is writtenas G = (U [L;E) to indiate the vertex bipartition. The vertex sets U and L arealled the U-part and the L-part of the graph G. A vertex is a U-vertex (resp.an L-vertex) if it is in the U -part (resp. the L-part) of G. A mathing M in agraph G is a set of edges in G suh that no two edges inM share a ommon end.A vertex v is mathed if it is an end of an edge in M and unmathed otherwise.The mathingM is perfet if all verties in G are mathed. It is well-known thatfor a bipartite graph, the number of edges in a maximum mathing is equal tothe number of verties in a minimum vertex over [8℄. Given a mathingM in agraph G, an alternating path (with respet toM) is a simple path fv1; v2; : : : ; vrgsuh that v1 is unmathed and the edges [v2k; v2k+1℄ are in M for all k. Analternating path is an augmenting path if it has odd length and both endpointsare unmathed. A mathing M in a graph G is maximum, if and only if thereis no augmenting path in G with respet to M [8℄. A maximum mathing of agraph with n verties and m edges an be onstruted in time O(mpn) [10℄, andfor a bipartite graph G, a minimum vertex over of G an be onstruted froma maximum mathing in G in linear time [8℄.We start with a theorem, whih answers an open problem posed in [7℄.Theorem 1. The Min-CVCB problem is NP-omplete.We now show the lassial Gallai-Edmonds Struture Theorem (shortly, GE-Theorem) [8℄ an be applied to signi�antly redue the size of the Min-CVCBproblem. Let G = (V;E) be a bipartite graph. For a subset S of verties in G,let G(S) be the subgraph indued by S. Let D be the set of verties in G thatare unmathed in at least one maximum mathing, let A be the set of vertiesin V �D that are adjaent to a vertex in D, and let C = V �D �A.Proposition 1. (GE-Theorem) Let G be a bipartite graph with the sets D, A,and C de�ned above. Then (1) D is an independent set in whih no vertex isontained in any minimum vertex over for G; (2) A is the intersetion of allminimum vertex overs for G; (3) the subgraph G(C) has a perfet mathing.The sets D, A, and C an be onstruted via a maximum mathing M inthe bipartite graph G, as follows. Let W be the set of unmathed verties under3



M . De�ne W to be the set of verties suh that a vertex v is in W if and onlyif v is reahable from a vertex in W via an alternating path of even length. Bythe de�nition, W � W . Sine exhanging the edges in M and E �M alongany alternating path from a vertex v0 in W to a vertex v in W will result ina maximum mathing that does not ontain v, we have W � D. Now for anyvertex w not in W , we know [w;w0℄ is an edge in M for some vertex w0. Sinew is not in W , w0 is not onneted from any vertex in W by an alternatingpath of odd length. Therefore, after removing w from the graph G, there is noaugmenting path in G�fwg with respet to the mathingM � [w;w0℄. Thus, amaximum mathing in the graph G � fwg ontains jM j � 1 edges. This showsthat the vertex w must be in every maximum mathing in the graph G so w isnot in D. In onsequene, the set W is exatly the set D in Proposition 1. Withthe set D known, the sets A and C an be onstruted easily.Theorem 2. The time for solving an instane hG; ku; kli of Min-CVCB, whereG is a bipartite graph of n verties and m edges, is O(mpn+ t(ku + kl)), wheret(ku + kl) is the time for solving an instane hG0; k0u; k0li for Min-CVCB, wherek0u � ku, k0l � kl, and G0 has a perfet mathing.Proof. LetG = (U[L;E), and the instane hG; ku; kli asks for a minimumvertexover for G with at most ku U -verties and at most kl L-verties. We apply thealgorithm desribed above to onstrut the sets D, A, and C in GE-Theorem.The algorithm has its time omplexity dominated by that of onstruting amaximum mathing in G, whih is bounded by O(mpn). Now let G0 = G(C).Sine the set A is ontained in every minimum vertex over for G and no vertexin the set D is in any minimum vertex over, if the set A ontains hu U -vertiesand hl L-verties, then the graph G has a minimum vertex over with at most kuU -verties and at most kl L-verties if and only if the graph G0 has a minimumvertex over with at most k0u = ku � hu U -verties and at most k0l = kl � hlL-verties. By GE-Theorem, the graph G0 has a perfet mathing. utThe tehnique of redution to problem kernel has been widely used in thestudy of parameterized omputation and in the researh in fault overage ofreon�gurable arrays. Theorem 2 provides a muh stronger version for this teh-nique than previously proposed versions in both areas.Hasan and Liu [7℄ proposed the onept of ritial sets. The ritial set of abipartite graph G is the intersetion of all minimum vertex overs for G, whihis, equivalently, the set A in GE-Theorem. However, Hasan and Liu were un-able to haraterize the struture of the remaining graph when the ritial set isremoved from the graph G. By lak of this observation, they proposed to inter-lae the proess of branh-and-bound searhing and the proess of onstrutingthe ritial set [7℄. On the other hand, Theorem 2 indiates expliitly that theremaining graph G0 after removing the ritial set A and the independent setD has a perfet mathing. This fat immediately limits the size of the graphG0. Moreover, sine every minimum vertex over for the graph G0 ontains ex-atly one end from every edge in a perfet mathing in G0, a areful study anshow that the onstrution of ritial sets during the branh-and-bound proess4



proposed in [7℄ is totally unneessary. This observation an signi�antly speedup the searhing proess. Finally, having a perfet mathing in the graph G0will enable us to derive further powerful struture tehniques in the searhingproess, whih will be illustrated in detail in the next setion.The redution to problem kernel tehnique has been very powerful in design-ing eÆient parameterized algorithms [1, 3, 6, 12℄. Fernau and Niedermeier haveonsidered a generalized version of the Min-CVCB problem (in whih the min-imization of the vertex over is not required), and desribed how to redue thegraph size to 2kukl. Theorem 2 enables us to improve this bound to 2(ku + kl):The fats that the graph G0 has a perfet mathing and that a minimum vertexover of G0 has at most k0u U -verties and at most k0l L-verties neessarily boundthe number of verties in G0 by 2(k0u + k0l) � 2(ku + kl). In the development ofparameterized algorithms for minimum vertex over for general graphs, Chen,Kanj, and Jia [3℄ proposed to apply the lassial Nemhauser-Trotter Theorem[11℄ that an redue the problem size to 2k, where k is the size of a minimumvertex over. Similar to GE-Theorem, Nemhauser-Trotter Theorem deomposesthe verties of a graph into three parts D0, A0, and C 0, where D0 is an indepen-dent set, A0 is a subset of someminimum vertex over, and the indued subgraphG(C 0) has its minimum vertex over of size at least half of C 0. When appliedto bipartite graphs, GE-Theorem, whih deomposes the graph into three partsD, A, and C, is muh stronger than Nemhauser-Trotter Theorem in all aspets:the set A is ontained in every minimum vertex over for G while the set A0 isonly ontained in some vertex over for G. In partiular, for the appliation ofthe Min-CVCB problem, the set A0 annot be automatially inluded in theminimum vertex over being searhed. Moreover, sine the subgraph G(C) hasa perfet mathing, it follows diretly that the minimum vertex over for G(C)ontains at least half of the verties in C. By lak of having a perfet mathing,the subgraph G(C 0) also annot take the advantages we will use in the searhingproess, whih will be desribed in the next setion.3 EÆient Searh by DM-DeompositionAording to Theorem 2, we an onentrate on instanes hG; ku; kli of theMin-CVCB problem, where G is a bipartite graph that has a perfet mathing andhas at most 2(ku + kl) verties.A onneted bipartite graph B = (U [L;E) is elementary if every edge of Bis ontained in a perfet mathing in B. An elementary bipartite graph B hasexatly two minimum vertex overs, namely U and L [8℄. This property makesour searhing proess very eÆient on the elementary bipartite graph B: weshould exlusively inlude either U or L in the minimum vertex over.The lassial Dulmage-Mendelsohn Deomposition Theorem (shortly DM-Theorem) [8℄ provides a nie struture for bipartite graphs with perfet mathingso that the above suggested searhing proess an be applied e�etively.Proposition 2. (DM-Theorem). A bipartite graph G = (U[L;E) with perfetmathing an be deomposed into elementary bipartite subgraphs Bi = (Ui [5



Li; Ei), i = 1; : : : ; r, suh that every edge in G between two subgraphs Bi and Bjwith i < j must have its U-vertex in Bi and its L-vertex in Bj .The subgraphs Bi will be alled bloks. A blok Bi is a d-blok if jUij = jLij =d. Edges onneting two di�erent bloks will be alled \inter-blok edges".Lemma 1. Let G = (U [L;E) be a bipartite graph with perfet mathing. Thenthe deomposition of G given in Proposition 2 an be onstruted in time O(jEj2).Proof. An edge e in G is an inter-blok edge if and only if e is not ontained inany perfet mathing in G [8℄. Consider the algorithm given in Figure 1.DM-DeompositionInput: a bipartite graph G = (U [ L;E) with perfet mathingOutput: the bloks B1, : : :, Br in DM-Theorem1. onstrut a perfet mathing M in G;2. for eah edge e = [u; v℄ in G doif the graph G� = G� fu; vg has no perfet mathingthen mark e as an \inter-blok edge";3. remove all inter-blok edges;4. sort the remaining onneted omponents: B1, : : :, Br, so that everyinter-blok edge onnets a U -vertex in a lower indexed blok to anL-vertex in a higher indexed blok.Fig. 1. Dulmage-Mendelsohn DeompositionNote that an edge e = [u; v℄ is in a perfet mathing in the graph G if andonly if the graph G � fu; vg has a perfet mathing. Therefore, Step 2 of thealgorithm DM-Deomposition orretly determines the inter-blok edges. ByDM-Theorem, eah onneted omponent after Step 3 is a blok for the graphG. Now applying the topologial sorting in a straightforward way will order thebloks so that eah inter-blok edge in the graph G onnets a U -vertex in alower indexed blok to an L-vertex in a higher indexed blok.Construting the perfet mathingM takes time O(jEjpjEj) [10℄. Consideran edge e = [u; v℄ in G. If e is inM then obviously e is not an inter-blok edge. Ife is not inM , then after removing the verties u and v and their inident edges,the mathing M beomes a mathing M� of jM j � 2 edges in the remaininggraph G�. Thus, the remaining graph G� has a perfet mathing if and onlyif there is an augmenting path in G� with respet to the mathing M�. Sinetesting the existene of an augmenting path an be done in linear time [8℄, weonlude that we an deide whether an edge in G is an inter-blok edge in timeO(jEj). Therefore, Step 2 of the algorithm DM-Deomposition takes timeO(jEj2), whih dominates the omplexity of the algorithm. utNow we are ready to desribe the main body of our algorithm for the Min-CVCB problem. Let hG; ku; kli be an instane of the Min-CVCB problem,6



where G = (U [ L;E) is a bipartite graph with perfet mathing, and G hasat most 2(ku + kl) verties. We �rst apply DM-Theorem that deomposes thegraph G into bloks Bi = (Ui[Li; Ei), suh that every inter-blok edge onnetsa U -vertex in a blok of lower index to an L-vertex in a blok of higher index.It is easy to see that a minimum vertex over of the graph G must be the unionof minimum vertex overs of the bloks. Sine the only two minimum vertexovers of the blok Bi are Ui and Li, the onstrained minimum vertex over ofthe graph G with at most ku U -verties and at most kl L-verties must be theunion of properly seleted U -parts and L-parts from the bloks.The exeution of our algorithm is depited by a searh tree whose leavesorrespond to the potential onstrained minimum vertex overs K of the graphG with at most ku U -verties and at most kl L-verties. Eah internal node ofthe searh tree orresponds to a branh in the searhing proess. Let F (ku + kl)be the number of leaves in the searh tree for �nding a minimum vertex overof at most ku U -verties and at most kl L-verties in the bipartite graph G. Welist the possible situations in whih we branh in our searh proess.Case 1. A blok Bi is a d-blok with d � 3.Let Bi = (Ui[Li; Ei). Sine the onstrained minimum vertex over K of thegraph G either ontains the entire Ui and is disjoint from Li, or ontains theentire Li and is disjoint from Ui, we branh in this ase by either inluding theentire Ui in K (and removing Li from the graph) or inluding the entire Li in K(and removing Ui from the graph). In eah ase, we add at least 3 verties in theonstrained minimum vertex over K. Thus, this branh satis�es the reurrenerelation: F (ku + kl) � 2F (ku + kl � 3) (1)A blok sequene [B01; : : : ; B0h℄ is a blok hain if there is an edge from theU -part of B0i to the L-part of B0i+1 for all 1 � i � h� 1. Observe that the hainimpliation an speed up the searhing proess signi�antly. For example, if weinlude the L-part of the blok B01 in the minimum vertex over K, then theU -part of B01 must be exluded. Sine there is an edge in G from the U -partof B01 to the L-part of B02, we must also inlude the entire L-part of B02 in K,whih, in onsequene, will imply that the L-part of B03 must also be inluded,and so on. Thus, the L-part of B01 in the minimum vertex over K implies thatthe L-parts of all bloks in the hain must be in K. Similarly, the U -part ofB0h in K implies that the U -parts of all bloks in the hain must be in K. Thisobservation enables us to handle many ases very eÆiently.Case 2. A 2-blok is an interior blok in a blok hain.Let [B0; B;B00℄ be a blok hain, where B is a 2-blok. Then inluding theL-part of B in the minimum vertex over K fores at least 3 verties in K(the L-parts of B and B00), and exluding the L-part of B also fores at least 3verties in K (the U -parts of B and B0). Thus, in this ase, the branh satis�esthe reurrene relation (1).Case 3. The U -parts of three di�erent 2-bloks are onneted to the L-partof the same 1-blok, or the U -part of a 1-blok is onneted to the L-parts ofthree di�erent 2-bloks. 7



Suppose that the U -parts of the 2-bloks B01, B02, and B03 are onneted tothe L-part of the 1-blok B00. Then inluding the U -part of B00 in the minimumvertex over K fores at least 7 verties (the U -parts of all the four bloks) inK, and exluding the U -part of B00 fores at least 1 vertex (the L-part of B00) inK. Therefore, the branh satis�es the reurrene relationF (ku + kl) � F (ku + kl � 7) + F (ku + kl � 1) (2)Similar analysis shows that (2) is also appliable to the other subase.Case 4. All Cases 1-3 are exluded.Beause Case 1 is exluded, there are only 1-bloks and 2-bloks. Sine Case2 is exluded, either the U -part or the L-part of eah 2-blok is not inident onany inter-blok edges. Therefore, we an re-order the bloks as:B01; : : : ; B0x; B0x+1; : : : ; B0y; B0y+1; : : : ; B0z (3)where B01, : : :, B0x are 2-bloks whose L-parts are not inident on inter-blokedges, B0x+1, : : :, B0y are 1-bloks, and B0y+1, : : :, B0z are 2-bloks whose U -partsare not inident on inter-blok edges, suh that every inter-blok edge goes fromthe U -part of a lower indexed blok to the L-part of a higher indexed blok.Note that for any index i, 1 � i � z, the U -parts of B01, : : :, B0i plus the L-partsof B0i+1, : : :, B0z make a minimum vertex over for the bipartite graph G. Now toonstrut a onstrained minimum vertex over K of the bipartite graph G withat most ku U -verties and at most kl L-verties, we have the following situations.If ku + kl > k, where k is the size of a minimum vertex over of the graphG, then we an pik an index i suh that the U -parts of the bloks B01, : : :, B0ionsist of either ku�1 or ku verties (suh an index always exists sine all bloksare 1-bloks and 2-bloks). Now the U -parts of the bloks B01, : : :, B0i togetherwith the L-parts of the bloks B0i+1, : : :, B0z make a minimum vertex over withat most ku U -verties and at most k � (ku � 1) � kl L-verties.Thus, we an assume that ku + kl = k.If 2x � ku � 2x+(y�x), then let i = ku� x. The minimum vertex over Konsisting of the U -parts of B01, : : :, B0i and the L-parts of B0i+1, : : :, B0z ontain(i � x) + 2x = ku U -verties and k � ku = kl L-verties. Thus, K is a desiredminimum vertex over satisfying the onstraint.If ku < 2x and ku is even, then the U -parts of the �rst ku=2 2-bloks plusthe L-parts of the rest of the bloks make a desired minimum vertex over.Now onsider the ase ku < 2x and ku is odd. If the graph G has no 1-bloks, then obviously there is no minimum vertex over with ku U -verties andkl L-verties. Thus we assume that the graph G has at least one 1-blok.It is easy to see that there is a minimum vertex over of exatly 1 U -vertiesif and only if there is a 1-blok whose L-vertex has degree 1, and there is aminimum vertex over of exatly 3 U -verties if and only if there is a 1-blokwhose L-vertex is adjaent to the U -part of at most one 2-blok. Thus, we anfurther assume ku � 5.Pik the 1-blok B of the minimum index i in sequene (3). Sine Case 3 isexluded, there are at most two 2-bloks B0 and B00 with their U -parts adjaent8



to the L-vertex of B. Note that sine Case 2 is exluded, no inter-blok edges anbe inident on the L-parts of the bloks B0 and B00. Now re-order the sequene(3) by removing B, B0, and B00 from the sequene then re-inserting B0; B00; Bin the front of the sequene. Sine the L-parts of B0 and B00 are not adjaentto inter-blok edges and inter-blok edges from the L-part of B only go to theU -parts of B0 and B00, the new sequene still has the property that every inter-blok edge links the U -part of a lower indexed blok to the L-part of a higherindexed blok. Now the U -parts of the bloks B0, B00, and B plus the U -partsof the next (ku � 5)=2 2-bloks in the new sequene and the L-parts of the restof the bloks give a minimum vertex over for G with ku U -verties and kl L-verties. In ase the L-vertex of B is adjaent to the U -part of fewer than two2-bloks, the desired minimum vertex over K an be onstruted similarly.Finally, the ase ku > 2x + (y � x) an be redued to the previous ase byreversing the sequene (3), exhanging the U -part and L-part of the bipartitegraph G, and exhanging the numbers ku and kl.Thus, in Case 4 the Min-CVCB problem an be solved in linear time.4 Putting all togetherWe summarize all the disussions in the algorithm given in Figure 2.CVCB-SolverInput: a bipartite graph G = (U [ L;E) and two integers ku and klOutput: a minimum vertex over K of G with at most ku U -verties andat most kl L-verties, or report no suh a vertex over exists1. for eah U -vertex u of degree > kl doinlude u in K and remove u from G; ku = ku � 1;2. for eah L-vertex v of degree > ku doinlude v in K and remove v from G; kl = kl � 1;3. apply GE-Theorem to redue the instane so that G is a bipartitegraph with perfet mathing and has at most 2(ku + kl) verties;4. apply DM-Deomposition to deompose G into bloks B1, : : :, Br;5. while one of the Cases 1-3 in setion 3 is appliable, branh aordingly;6. solve the instane for Case 4 in setion 3.Fig. 2. The main algorithmSteps 1-2, taking time O(kn), make immediate deisions on high degree ver-ties. If a U -vertex u of degree larger than kl is not in K, then all neighbors of ushould be in K, whih would exeed the bound kl. Thus, suh U -verties shouldbe automatially inluded. Similar justi�ation applies to L-verties of degreelarger than ku. After Steps 1-2, the degree of the verties in the graph is boundedby k0 = maxfku; klg. Sine eah vertex an over at most k0 edges, the numberof edges in the resulting graph must be bounded by k0(ku + kl) � (ku + kl)2,otherwise the graph annot have a desired minimum vertex over.9



Theorem 2 allows us to apply GE-Theorem in Step 3 to further redue thebipartite graph G so that G has a perfet mathing. The running time of thisstep is bounded by O((ku + kl)3). The number of verties in the graph G now isbounded by 2(ku + kl).Step 4 applies DM-Theorem to deompose the graph G into elementary bi-partite subgraphs. By Lemma 1, this takes time O((ku + kl)4).As we have disussed in Setion 3, if any of Cases 1-3 is appliable, wean branh in our searhing proess with the reurrene relations (1) and (2).Eventually, we reah Case 4 in Setion 3, whih an be solved in linear time.It is easy to verify that F (ku + kl) = 1:26ku+kl satis�es the reurrene rela-tions (1) and (2). Thus, the running time of Step 5 in our algorithm is boundedby O(1:26ku+kl(ku + kl)2), where the fator (ku + kl)2 is the size of the graphresulted from Step 4. Using the general tehnique given in [13℄, we an furtherredue the time omplexity of Step 5 to O(1:26ku+kl). Combining all these, weonlude with the following theorem.Theorem 3. The Min-CVCB problem is solvable in time O(1:26ku+kl + kn).5 Conluding remarksParameterized omputation theory has proved very useful in designing pratialalgorithms in industrial appliations, in partiular for many NP-hard optimiza-tion problems. In this paper, we have developed a simple and signi�antly im-proved algorithm for theMin-CVCB problem, whih arises from the extensivelystudied fault overage problem for reon�gurable arrays in the area of VLSI man-ufaturing. Our algorithm is oneptually simple, easy to implement, and nielyombines lassial graph strutural results with the reently developed teh-niques in parameterized omputation. For typial appliations, our algorithm isfaster than the previous known algorithms by several orders of magnitude.Our improvement is on the redution of the base in the exponential runningtime, whih is of great theoretial and pratial importane in the study ofNP-hard optimization problems. For example, reduing the base by 0:01 in theparameterized vertex over algorithm has resulted in upto 60% improvementin the running time for the appliation program used in biohemistry [5℄. Ouralgorithm redues the base by more than 0:14 (from 1:4k to 1:26k) from theprevious known algorithms for the Min-CVCB problem.We point out that our investigation emphasizes on the pratiality of the al-gorithms, whih inludes simpliity (both oneptual and algorithmi) and e�e-tiveness. The running time of our algorithm ould be further improved slightly ifwe examine in more depth the ombinatorial strutures in a ase-by-ase exhaus-tive manner, whih is something that we tried to avoid sine it would deprive ouralgorithm from its simpliity and pratiality. We might also apply the dynamiprogramming tehniques, as illustrated in [3℄, whih will improve the algorithmrunning time to O(1:247ku+kl + kn). However, this improvement is at the ostof exponential spae. 10
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